Prodigi Connect 12

Quick Overview:
















Lightweight, sturdy and extremely portable
12-inch full HD touchscreen
Live HD magnification from 1-24x with intelligent LED illumination
Capture/save single or multiple pages providing accurate OCR with mag. of 1- 80x
Option to use speech to relieve reading fatigue
3 efficient reading modes: full page, column and line modes
Diamond Edge fonts with perfect clarity
Optional distant viewing up to 40X magnification
Wireless Smartboard connectivity projected on the tablet for distant viewing in class
Scientific calculator with large numbers, characters & adjustable high contrast colors
Apps like Dropbox, Google docs, & many more educational apps pre-installed
Bookshare, BARD, Pyxyma, and many other content providers
Shortcuts for Wi-Fi access & compatible with optional Bluetooth keyboards for
taking notes
Includes laptop-style carrying case, cables, power adapter and a FREE keyboard,
battery pack 4000mAh and a tablet hard case
Optional Customer Care Program
The newly redesigned Connect 12 combines a high-performance digital magnifier
with the versatility of a tablet, plus unmatched ease of use and integrated access to
newspapers or magazines from online libraries. This ideal solution for active seniors,
students and professionals, allows free and open access to more than a million apps.

Smarter and more connected than all other low-vision products, HumanWare’s
Connect 12 is the evolution of the most advanced digital magnifier product line. The
new simple interface gives you all the tools you need in one place allowing you to
choose what you want to do: enlarge a printed document, read a book, newspaper or
magazine, adjust for your visual comfort, sign or fill a form and more.
Augmenting the Connect’s renowned attributes with a set of outstanding features
makes the Connect 12 a powerful tool for low-vision users, whether you’re at home
or on the go.

What's in the box:
 Preinstalled &
authorized Tablet
and charger
 Connect Stand
 Tablet stylus







Carrying case
User Guide
Getting Started
Warranty Card
A FREE keyboard

 A FREE battery
pack 4000mAh
 A FREE tablet hard
case

The Chicago Lighthouse Retail Store
1-800-919-3375
www.chicagolighthouse.org

Connect 12 Electronic Magnifier: $2,995.00
Connect 12 + 10x distance camera: $3,199.00
Connect 12 + 25x distance camera: $3,299.00
Total: Connect 12 + 2.25% Med. Tax + $40 S&H

